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ABSTRACT
This interdisciplinary study proposes a method for archi-
tectural design analysis of house façades which is based on
face detection and facial expression classification. The hy-
pothesis is that abstract face expression features can oc-
cur in the architectural design of house façades and will
potentially trigger emotional responses of observers. The
approach used statistical learning with support vector ma-
chines for classification. In the computer experiments the
system was trained using a specifically composed image data
base consisting of human faces and smileys. Afterwards it
was applied to a series of test images of human facial expres-
sions and house façades. The experiments show how facial
expression pattern associated with emotional states such as
surprise, fear, happiness, sadness, anger, disgust, contempt
or neutral could be recognised in both image data sets.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Various aspects of architectural design analysis have con-

tributed to questions such as: How do we perceive aesthe-
tics ? What determines whether a streetscape is pleasant
to live in ? What factors influence our well-being when liv-
ing in a particular urban neighbourhood ? Some studies
proposed, for example, the involvement of harmonic ratios,
others calculated the fractal dimension of façades and sky-
lines to determine the aesthetic value of façades, street- and
cityscapes [5, 7, 24, 31, 32, 43].

The present study investigates an alternative hypothesis
which is inspired by results from brain research and cognitive
science which show that large areas of the brain are dedi-
cated to face processing and that communication via facial
expressions involves the emotional centers of the brain [9].

Our hypothesis is that abstract face expression features
can occur in the architectural design of house façades and
will potentially trigger emotional responses of observers.

It is commonly known that humans have the ability to
“see faces” in abstract objects which display visual features
such as two dots and a line segment geometrically arranged
in a configuration similar as the eyes and the nose in a face.
This phenomenon has nicely been illustrated by the pho-
tographers François and Jean Robert who collected a whole
book of photographs of objects which seem to display face-
like structures [38].

The topic of face recognition traditionally plays an impor-
tant role in cognitive science and in particular in research
on object recognition and interpretation and affective com-
puting [10, 35, 46]. A widely accepted opinion is that face
recognition is a special skill and distinct from general object
recognition. Farah et al. [11, 12, 15] proposed that faces are
processed holistically (i.e. without explicit representation of
parts such as eyes or mouth) and in specific areas of the hu-
man brain, the so-called fusiform face areas [13, 26]. Later
studies confirmed that activation in the fusiform gyri plays a
central role in the perception of faces [22, 34] and that also a
number of other specific brain areas show higher activation
when subjects were confronted with facial expressions than
when they were shown images of neutral faces [9]. Based on
recognition experiments using images of faces and houses,
Farah [12] had concluded that holistic processing is more
dominant for faces than for houses.

Prosopagnosia, the inability to recognise familiar faces
while general object recognition is intact, was believed to
be an impairment that exclusively affects a subject’s abil-
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Figure 1: First row: Lenna when processed using different edge detection methods; Second row: Outcome of
processing Lenna image when first histogram equalisation was applied; Third row: Average of all images of
the database after histogram equalisation and application of one of the edge detection methods.

ity to recognise and distinguish familiar faces and may be
caused by damage of the fusiform face areas of the brain
[23]. In contrast, there is evidence which indicates that it
is the expertise and familiarity with individual object cate-
gories which is associated with holistic modular processing
in the fusiform gyrus and that prosopagnosia not only af-
fects processing of faces but also of complex familiar objects
[18, 19, 20, 21]. These contrasting opinions are object of an
on-going discussion [14, 17, 29, 33, 37]. Although the debate
is far from completed, a developmental perspective suggests
the view that “the ability to recognize faces is one that is
learned” [30]. The learning process starts during the first
months of life where rapidly regions in the inferotemporal
cortex become specialised primarily for face recognition.

The first milestone of this project was to design a face
detection and emotion classification system based on sta-
tistical learning [3] and train it using a database of images
of faces of human subjects. After calibrating the system’s
learning parameters on a separate data set of images of hu-
man face expressions we assumed the system represented a
simple statistical model of how human subjects would detect
and classify human faces and expressions, respectively. An
evaluation of the system when applied to an image database
of house façades should allow to test under which condi-
tions the model can detect facial features and assign façade
sections to human emotions.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 a de-
scription of the system is given which includes modules for
preprocessing, face detection and emotion classification. Re-
sults are presented and discussed in Section 3. The final
section 4 is the conclusion.

2. SYSTEM AND METHOD DESCRIPTION
The aim was to design and implement a simply struc-

tured but well-performing system based on statistical learn-
ing methods. The system should not rely on domain specific
techniques from human face processing such as eye and lip
detection which are used in some of the current systems for
biometric human face detection.

The training data should include not only faces but also
abstractions of facial expressions represented by smileys.
This should allow the system to learn a relatively general
statistical model of facial expressions which then should not
only be evaluated on human face images but also on archi-
tectural image data.

A significant part of the project addressed data selection
and preparation. The final design was a modular system
consisting of a preprocessing module followed by two levels
of classification for face detection (one-class classifier) and
emotion classification (multi-class classifier).

2.1 Face Database
The image database for training the classifiers for face de-

tection and facial expression classification consisted of 5106
human faces and smileys that have been cropped tightly to
the frontal face area to contain only the main facial fea-
tures. In addition a vertically mirrored version of all images
was included in the training data. Smileys were included in
the training data in order to support training of the facial
expression classifier on abstract features associated with dif-
ferent emotions. Profiles and rotated views of faces were not
taken into account.

The human face images for the training set stem from
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several databases: Paul Ekman’s Sett/Mett training cd [8],
AT&T Laboratories Cambridge [1], JAFFEE: Japanese Fe-
male Facial Expression [27, 28] and FEEDTUM [44]. The
smileys in the training set were taken from the online linux
KDE desktop repository [2].

1828 images from Paul Ekman’s Sett/Mett training cd,
JAFFEE, smileys and a subset of FEEDTUM were labelled
and employed for training the facial expression classifier.
The remaining images were not labeled and only used to
train one-class classifiers for face detection.

The images for the test set were separately selected from
the Cohn- Kanade human facial expression database [25].
The underlying images printed in Figure 3 show only those
subjects which gave permission according to [25].

Figure 2: Face detection and emotion classification
applied to the Lenna image. The small (violet)
boxes suggest “surprised”, the middle (green) box
which includes Lenna’s concave shoulder edge sug-
gests “disgusted”, and the large (orange) boxes sug-
gest “contempt”.

2.2 Preprocessing Steps
The preprocessing module first converts all images into

greyscale and then applies histogram equalization followed
by edge detection.

Histogram equalization [42] compensates for effects due to
changes in illumination, different camera settings, and differ-
ent contrast parameters between the different images. Three
options how to apply histogram equalisation were evaluated:
Application to the whole image, to the content of selected
boxes, or not at all. In most (but not all) cases histogram
equalisation helped to detect additional relevant edges. Fig-
ure 1 shows example images with (second row) and without
(first row) histogram equalisation applied. Overall we found
that histogram equalisation enhanced the system’s perfor-
mance in particular when applied to individual boxes.

Several different edge detection methods were evaluated,
including Sobel [41] edge detection, Canny [4] edge detec-
tion, the Modified Census Transform (MCT) [16], and a
combination of the Sobel and Canny filters. Outcomes are
shown in Figure 1. Sobel edge detection and Canny edge
detection are well-known edge operators that produce grey
level and binary edges, respectively. The Modified Census
Transform (MCT) is a non-parametric spatial image trans-
form [16] which produces an image that is invariant to il-
lumination changes. The Sobel-Canny edge operator has

two stages: First the Sobel stage retrieves strong grey level
edges, and then the Canny stage selects the relevant edges
in binary form. If the outcome of the Sobel stage included
thick lines they could result in double edges after application
of the Canny stage (cf. Figure 1).

2.3 Face Detection
The application of the face detection module consists of

four steps plus preprocessing which can include histogram
equalisation and edge detection:

1. Select a random point c within the image.

2. Select a random box size.

3. Crop the image to extract the interior of the box gen-
erated with the random point c as center. Rescale the
interior of the box to a 20× 20 pixel resolution.

4. Apply a one-class support vector machine classifier to
decide if the box contains a face.

Central component is a one-class support vector machine
(SVM) using the radial basis function (RBF) kernel. The
output of the classifier is a decision value which indicates the
probability that the sample belongs to the learned model
class. SVMs were previously employed for face detection,
e.g. by [36]. The present study employed ν-SVMs [39, 40]
as implemented in the libsvm library [6]. The parameter ν
was varied in the range from 0.1 to 0.5 while the γ of the
RBF kernel was left at libsvm’s default value of 0.0025.

For tuning the parameter ν a deterministic search scenario
was applied. It tested boxes for every pixel at several dif-
ferent resolutions until a face was found and then it moved
on to the next pixel. The smallest resolution corresponded
to the SVM model’s input size, which was set to 20 × 20
pixel. This approach generated a cloud of candidate solu-
tions (shown as yellow clouds in this paper’s figures) consist-
ing of center points of boxes with the highest decision values
output by the one-class SVM. Note that every pixel within
a “face cloud” had a positive decision value (if the value was
negative it meant that the pixel was not associated with a
face box).

For the pilot experiments a two stage algorithm was im-
plemented. It first detected local and then global peaks of
the decision values associated with the pixels in the yellow
face clouds. Local peaks were found when the surrounding
pixels had a lower decision value than the center pixel. Then
global peaks were determined by clusters of local peaks de-
fined by overlapping boxes of the face(s) at these local peaks.
The overlap ratios of these face boxes were compared. It was
demanded that 80% of the reference box had to belong to a
particular cluster. This approach allowed for small faces to
appear within larger faces.

2.4 Facial Expression Classification
Affect recognition has become a large field [46]. Excellent

results can be obtained through multi-modal approaches.
For example, Wang & Guan [45] combined audio and visual
data recognition in a system which is capable to recognize
six human emotional states in human subjects with different
language background with a success rate of 82%.

The purpose of the present study was to evaluate archi-
tectural image data. Therefore a purely vision based ap-
proach had to be adapted. As facial expression classifier a
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Figure 3: The trained face detection and expression
classification modules were applied to test images
taken from a standard database of face images [25]
( c©Jeffrey Cohn). The left upper expression was
classified as “disgusted” or “happy”, the right up-
per image was classified as “angry” or “neutral”, the
bottom right image was identified as “happy”, while
the left bottom picture was associated with several
emotions.

multiclass ν-SVM [39] using the radial basis function (RBF)
kernel was trained on the labelled data set of 1828 images
(from Section 2.1). Eight classes corresponding to Ekman’s
facial expression classification system’s (FACS) eight emo-
tional states were distinguished [8]: surprise, fear, happi-
ness, sadness, anger, disgust, contempt or neutral. Face
expressions were colour coded via the frames of the boxes
which were determined to contain a face by the face detec-
tion module in the first stage of the system. The following
list describes which colours were assigned to which emotional
states:

sad = blue
angry = red
surprised = violet
in fear = black
disgusted = green
contempt = orange
happy = white/yellow
neutral = grey

Examples of how the face detection and facial expression
classification system was applied to test images of human
faces are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Although the face in the Lenna image (Fig. 2) was not
format filling and not exactly in frontal view the system was
able to detect it through box sampling. First the one-class
classifier output a decision value for each box to indicate
which of the candidate boxes most likely contains a face
pattern. The boxes with the highest decision values were
then run through the facial expression classifier. From the
boxes shown in Figure 2 the boxes which most tightly fit

Lenna’s face were classified by the system as “surprised” (vi-
olet). Some of the other boxes with high decision values were
of different size or were slightly translated. They were clas-
sified either as “disgusted” (green) or “contempt” (orange).

The test image shown in Figure 3 was composed of four
face images from our test set which was not used for train-
ing. All four faces were detected as dominant face pattern by
the face detection module. The facial expression classifica-
tion module assigned sensible emotion classes to all images
except the bottom left face which didn’t express a clear emo-
tion and resulted in several possible emotion categories in-
cluding“angry”(red), “contempt”(orange), “happy”(white),
and “surprised” (violet).

Figure 4: Top image: The face detection module de-
tected a face-like structure in the facade. The region
captured in the upper three boxes were classified as
“angry” (red) and in the lower right three boxes as
“happy” (white). Bottom image: Appropriate pre-
processing and selection of the SVM parameter ν are
critical to avoid that too many faces are detected.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH AR-
CHITECTURAL IMAGE DATA

Using selected examples from architectural image data it
was observed that sensible face detection could be performed
on grayscale images without edge filtering if the contrast ra-
tios of the house image were similar to that of the human
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(a) Glebe Road

(b) Bull Street

(c) Ruit

Figure 5: Critical aspects of face detection and fa-
cial expression classification in facades: (a) An ex-
ample where one dominant face is detected within
the facade but the associated facial expression class
depends on the size of the box; (b) Several faces
are detected within the same facade; (c) The yellow
face cloud has several components and face boxes
with high decision values can occur in several parts
of the image.

face images in the training set. For house images with differ-
ent contrast ratios an approach using edge detection would
work better. An example could be a white house with white
windows and doors where only the frames are dark. Disad-
vantage of the edge filtering approach for this application
appears to be lower stability which can result in many inap-
propriate face candidates.

A longer series of pilot tests indicated that the Sobel-
Canny edge filter combined with a SVM based facial ex-
pression classifier with ν=0.12 was a good compromise for
detecting faces in house façades while still performing well
on the human test data. Using 10-fold cross validation the
classifier with Sobel-Canny preprocessing showed 73.5% cor-
rect classification. The greyscale based classifier resulted in
76.4% on the test data with human faces but had difficul-
ties to detect some for the human eye “obvious” faces in the
tested house façades.

After the system was tuned and trained on the human face
and the smiley data using the above described approach and
preprocessing it was applied to a series of house images for
evaluation. Figures 4 and 5 show some characteristic results
of the experiments. The upper image of Figure 4 shows the
façade of a house on Brooks Street in Newcastle. The face
detection system when calibrated as described above indi-
cated that the house façade contains a dominant pattern
which can be classified as a face. The facial expression clas-
sifier further delivered high decision values for angry (upper
left three boxes) or happy (lower right three boxes) facial
expressions. However, with an inappropriate choice of pre-
processing or SVM parameters either no faces were detected
or too many as shown in the example in the bottom image
of Figure 4.

Typically several different emotions can be detected within
the same house façade. The large (grey) boxes in Figure 5 (a)
indicate that the part of the image included in the boxes
corresponds to a neutral face. The middle size blue boxes
propose that the included face pattern belongs to the cate-
gory“sad”and the small white boxes which contain a smaller
fraction of the garage door as “mouth” contain the “happy”
faces. In this example all ten boxes had similarly high deci-
sion values.

Evaluation of the house example with many windows in
Figure 5 (b) demonstrates how different faces can be de-
tected in the same house and that face detection and emo-
tion classification on this type of data can be very unstable.

Figure 5 (c) shows that the yellow face cloud can have
several components. In this example a sensible face pat-
tern was detected in the central house façade and it was
classified as “happy” (white) or “disgusted” (green). How-
ever, other faces, some of them with similarly high decision
values, could be detected at other parts of the image. Alter-
native face structures could originate from texture of other
façade structures but could also be caused by artifacts of the
procedure which includes box cropping, resizing, antialias-
ing, histogram equalisation, and edge detection. The order
of the individual processing steps can be changed and can
have impact on the outcome of the procedure.

A possible way to obtain better stability, better precision
and to avoid artifacts is to increase the image resolution of
the classifier. The main experiments of this study so far
employed images which were downsampled to a resolution
of 20×20 pixel before input into the SVM. Figure 6 shows
that an increase of the underlying resolution from 20×20 to
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44×44 decreases the size of the cloud of candidate center
points for face boxes from the cloud set containing all yel-
low and violet points to the cloud set only containing violet
points.

Figure 6: Results of the method depend on the im-
age resolution. With higher resolution the cloud of
candidate box center points shrinks.

4. CONCLUSION
A combined face detection and emotion classification sys-

tem based on support vector classification was implemented
and tested. Although the system was explicitly trained on
faces and smileys it was able to detect face-expression pat-
terns within images of selected houses. Most“faces”detected
in houses were very abstract and allowed the assignment of
several different emotion categories depending on the choice
of the center point and the viewing angle. The pilot experi-
ments of the present study indicated that for selected houses
a dominant emotion category is identifiable. The outcome
of this study supports the hypothesis that face recognition
is critical for how humans perceive and interpret their envi-
ronment. This includes how humans perceive the aesthetics
and architecture of house façades of the buildings they live
in and are surrounded by in their day-to-day lives. The pre-
sented pilot results are part of an ongoing interdisciplinary
study between architecture and computer science.
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